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*nightmare
*Schoutte was the Minister of state in France in 1759. That period

was a critical one. The treasury was in exhasuted condition and Schoutte,
a very honest man, who would hold no intercourse.
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Silhouette it “ Silohouette was Minister of State in France in 1759. That
peirod was a critical one. The treasury was in an exhausted condition, and
Silhouette, a very honest man, who would hold no intercourse with finaciers
or loan rnongers, could contrive no other expedient to prevent a national
bankruptcy than excessive economy and interminable reform. Paris was
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not that metropolis wher a Plato or a Zeno could long be Minister of state,
without incurring all the ridicule of the wretched wits. Al first they pre-
tended to take his advice merely to laugh at him. They cut their coats
shorter, and wore them without sleeves; they turned their gold snuff boxes
into rough, wooden one; and new fashioned protraits were now only
profiles of a face traced by a black pencil on the shadow cast by a candle
on a white paper.iAll the fashions assumed an air of niggardly economy,
till poor Silhouette was driven into retirement, with all the projects of
savings and reforms, but has left his name to describe the most economical
portrait,and melancholy s his own life". Disrieli  $Yfi5fiiflW1fi I
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APPENDIX NO. V.

Extract from the Judgment ofMr: F.‘ C. Vowel Esq. Judge of Tipperah, in
suit No. 35 of 1874, dated the 27th February, 1875.

Original suit No. 35 of 1s74.
Raj Kumar Nobodwip Deb Plaintiff

versus
Maharaja Bir Chunder Manikya Defendant No.1, _
Radha Kishore Thakoor and eleven Others Co-defendants.
For the Plainttlfi“-Mr. Montriou, Barrister, Hari Mohan Guho, Pleader,

Kaliprasanno Sen and others, pleaders.
For the Difendant—Mr. Paul, Advocate General, Mr. Piffard, Barrister,

Girish Chunder Banerjee, Mohini Mohan Burdhan, government pleader,
and others, pleaders.

Suit to establish right of inheritance to, and to obtain possession of,
Chukla Roshnabad and other landed interests in certain talooks, resumed
rent free lands, &c., in the districts of Tipperah, Sylhet and Noakhally. To
cancel and annual the illegal acts ofdefendant No. 1 , such as the appointment
of Juboraj, & c., and for mense profits, laid at Rs. 43,83,872-5-1.

' The Plaintiff in this suit is the son of the late Maharaja of Independent
Hill Tipperah, Ishan Chunder Manikya, who died in 1862. The defendant
Bir Chunder Manikya is the whole brother of the said Ishan Chunder, and
succeeded him on the Gaddi on the ground that the said Raja, the day
before he died, had appointed him Juboraj; and it is to set aside this
alleged appointment of Juborajship on the alleged ground of fraud and
collusion, that this suit has been brought, the plaintiff alleging that he is
by right of inheritance the lawful Raja, as being at the present moment not
only the only son, but the legitimate son of the late Raja IshanChunder
Manikya, and that, but for this fraud and collusion, he would have been
his father’s successor on the throne. The defendant contends that there was
no fraud or collusion; that he was duly and legally appointed Juboraj by
the late Raja Ishan Chunder; that if this were not so, the plaintiff could not
succeed, inasmuch as he is not the legitimate son of Ishan Chunder, and
therefore neither by Hindu law nor family custom could he have inherited
the throne. s

He also contends that he has successfully contested his present position
against his half-brother Nilkrishna, through the High Court and Privy
Council, in which case the present plaintiff was represented by his mother
Juteshwari, and his two step mothers Rajlukhi and Chundreswari the two
Wt'l‘Il$I1——s

;________
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surviving Ranis of the late Raja, and that therefore the present claim is
res-judicata and cannot lie.

He, moreover, contends that this court has not jurisdiction to try his
right to the property in this district inasmuch as the same is part and parcel
of his territory, which he holds as Raja of Independent Tipperah; that the
said property has always belonged to the said Independent Tipperah; and
that in order to determine his right to the property claimed, it is necessary
to try the right to the throne—-a question over which this court has no
jurisdiction.

The above are the principal questions calling for consideration. There
are two other issues, however, which it will be as well as onceto dispose
of namely, the one relating to limitation and the other to Charnparty.

As regards the former, it has been simply stated but by no means pressed,
that the six years’ law of limitation prevails, inasmuch as the suit is one to
set aside a Juborajship, and that, as there is no particular limitation which
applies clause l6, section 1, ofAct XIV of I859, must prevail, and that as
the plaintiff, according to usage of Independent Tipperah, came of age at
16 and not at 18, his claim is barred. As I have just stated, this has not been
at all pressed, and no evidence has been adduced as to the alleged custom.
This question, moreover, must depend in a great measure on that relating
to jurisdiction; for if this Court has jurisdiction, both parties must be looked
upon as simple zamindars within the British Territory, and therefore this
being simply a suit for ejectment, the twelve years limitation rule will
apply.

Turning to the latter question, it may simply be stated that Champarty
does not apply to the Courts in India.

Before proceeding further, it may be as well to give a short history of
the circumstances which have given rise to this suit. .

Ishan Chunder Manikya was for many years Raja of Independent
Tippearh, and while such, he was also in possession of the property now
in dispute within British Territory. He succeeded to the throne, as having
been appointed by his father Juboraj. He cohabited with many women,
amongst whom we have only four with whom we have anything to do in
this case. Their names are Rajlukhi, Mooktaboli, Chandreswari and
Juteswari. The three first were the admitted legal wives of the Raja legally
married according tothe prevailing marriage ceremonies. The last, the
mother of plaintiff. It is contended, was not married under any form
whatever, and her issue have no rights of legitimacy. With the exception of
Mooktaboli no woman but Juteswari appears to have borne him any children
either amongst his Ranis or his concubines. Mooktaboli bore him one son,
Brojendro, and Juteswari bore him two sons, the plaintiff and his younger
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brother Rohini. All these three children were minors at the time of their
father's death, and Mooktaboli, the mother of Brojendra, was dead. By
right of inheritance Brojendra, as the acknowledged legitimate son of Ishan
Chunder, was the heir to thethrone; but Bir Chunder Manikya, the whole
brother of Ishan Chunder, succeeded on the ground of his
having been appointed Juboraj the day before the late Raja died. Almost
immediately after this, the half brother of Ishan Chunder, but senior in
age, Nil Krishna, instituted a suit in the Civil Court of Tipperah to
contest the right of Bir Chunder, urging that the alleged appointment of
Juboraj was never really made, that it was only an act of fraud and
collusion between the present Raja and the Guru Bipin Behari and others,
and that as he was senior in age, he had a right to the property according to
the prevailing custom. The suit was tried by the then Principal Sudder
Amin Juggobundhu Banerji, who, considering that the appointment of
Juborajhas not been proved, gave a decree to Nil Krishna on this ground,
and on the ground that he, as senior in age, was entitled to succeed.
Against this, Bir Chunder appealed to the High Court, which reversed the
decision of Juggobundhu Banerji, and dismissed Nil Krishna’s suit. -Nil
Krishna then appealed to her Majesty’s Privy Council, but was unsuccessful
in disturbing the decision of the High Court. In consequence of this, Bir
Chunder, the present Raja, applied to the British Govemment to be duly
installed and acknowledged as de-jure Raja. This request was complied
w'ith, and in 1870 the Commissioner of the Chittagong division, Lord
Ulick Browne, by order of the Govemment, proceeded to the capital of
Independent Tipperah, Agurtola, and duly installed the present Raja on
the guddi.

Soon after this, the present Raja appointed his son Radha Kishore
Thakoor to the post of Juboraj. This seems to have given great offence to
the present plaintiff, as he considered that he had a prior claim to the
appointment, as his brother Brojendro, who had been appointed Bara
Thakoor by his father Ishan Chunder, was dead, and he had himself been
at the same time appointed Kurta, and that according to family custom the
Juboraj succeeded to the Raj, the Bara Thakoor to the post of Juborajship,
and the Kurta to that of Bara Thakoor; and that when Brojendro died, he
became in reality Juboraj, the post which his brother had succeeded to
when Bir Chunder, his uncle, became Raja. The appointment by the present
Raja of his own son, it was thus contended, was not according to the
family custom and could not be made in the lifetime of the plaintiff, who
was made Kurta, by the late Ishan Chunder. That this was then the private
contention, can be gathered from a letter which the plaintiff himself wrote
to the Commissioner on the 9th July 1870. This letter will be duly considered
hereafter. This appointment by Bir Chunder appears not only to have given
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great offence to the plaintiff, but to have createda division in the royal
house-hold, not only amongst the members of the royal family, but amongst
their retainers and attendants, some siding with one party, some with the
other. The mother. of the plaintiff and his two step mothers,_ Rajlukhi and
Chundreswari have taken the part‘ of the plaintiff, and have together with
some few others now taken up their above with him at Comillah, the
station of the district of Tipperah. I-Iis motherluteswari accompanied him
when he was, as he alleged, obliged to leave Agurtolasome four years ago
in consequence of the oppressive acts of his uncle, and the other two
ladies have come since this suit was commenced. The above willbe
sufficient for the present, and shows the relative positions of the plaintiff
and defendant at the time, and for sometime previous to the institution of
this suit. I r

Before passing on to the merits of the case, I will first consider the
question ofjurisdiction, and then that of res-judieata. It has been contended
by therAdvocate General Mr. Paul, thatthis Courthas not jurisdiction to
try which party has a right to the property in British Territory, inasmuch
as to enable the Court to determine this right, it must try and determine the
right_to sit on the throne of Independent Tippearh, and which this court
not only has no jurisdiction to try, but could not enforce its decree in case
the plaintiff should be successful. He denies that the Raja is in any way a
British subject, or that his holding possession within British Territory in
any way constitutes him a British subject. He moreover, contends that the
property in British Territory cannot be looked upon as distinct from that
which forms the area of Independent Tipperah, but that it has always been
a part and parcel of the same; and he fortifies this contention by the decision
of the Privy Council passed on the appeal of Nil Krishna. He says that
strong inferences can be drawn from that decision, plainly showing that
their Lordship’s opinion would have coincided with his own, had the case
been submitted to them in a different shape. .

I Now Ihave carefully read the decision of the Privy Council, and I
cannot see that such inferences are to be drawn from it as Mr. Paulwould
impress upon the Court. Their Lordships remark at the very commencement
of their judgement thus:-“The Raja of Tipperah, though in respect to
these lands subject to the laws and Courts of British India. Is in fact an
Independent Prince, with considerable territory known as the Tipperah
Hills, and as the title to the Zamindari and to the Raj is the same, the
dispute respecting the former involves a question of right of succession to
the musnud, or throne of the Independent Principality." Tire above does
not_only support Mr. Paul’s contention, but appears to me to set forth that,
in the opinion of their Lordships, the Raja is a subject-of British India, in
so far as the territory which he holds within British territory is concerned.
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They especially state that he is subject to the laws and Courts of British
India. They go even further than this, and say, ‘As the title to the Zamindari
and to the Raj is the same, the dispute respecting the former involves ta
question of right of succession to the musnud." They do not say that this is
a state of things wrongly created, but they speak of it as a state of things
which cannot be disputed, indeed, as an admitted fact. When Nil Krishna
instituted his suit, the present defendant did not challenge the jurisdiction
of the Court to determine his right to either the lands in British territory or
the musnud, and his having clone so in this suit is anew feature, and-no
doubt, founded on his installation on the throne by the Indian
Government. How far this acknowledgment of the defendant as de-jure
Raja can affect his stability on the throne in case of decree being given
against him in this suit, it is not for this Court to consider. This would be
altogether a political and not a judicial questions. Should the plaintiff be
entitled to a decree for the lands in British territory, the Raja defendant
may say to him, “very well, you take the Zamindaris and I will keep the
Raj you cannot enforce your decree against me as far as the possession of
the throne is concemed and the lands comprising Independent Tipperah,
and I do not intend to give them up.’ The Raja might very well say this,
and of course, our court could not interfere in any way. The determination
of the question of title to the throne would, so far as this court is concerned
be only an incidental one, affecting the right to the lands in British territory
only, and which part of the decree I am of opinion this Court would have
full power to enforce. The Raja, I consider in every way a subject of
British India in regard to these lands. He pays revenue to Government and
in the event of this payment failing his property would be put up to public
auction, and sold the same as those of the lowest zamindar, not by any
special action of the Indian Govemment, but under the ordinary rules and
regulation in force.

The Privy Council then go to say :-“The respondent Bir Chunder has
been acknowledged by the British Government as de-facto sovereign of
Tipperah; but this acknowledgment has been regarded in the Court below
as determining nothing more than his present and actual possession of the
throne; and their Lordships will deai with the question between the parties
as if the litigation were between two ordinary subjects of the crown upon
u disputed title to land within the jurisdiction of the Indian Court.” From
this I do not think that any inference can be drawn, that their Lordships
considered that this way of dealing with the question was in any way
forced upon them by the action of the Lower Courts, or that it was in any
manner a wrong way of dealing with it. In fact, it appears to me the best
wtty of so dealing with it. As far as the lands within British territory are
concerned, the Raja cannot be considered in any other light than as a
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zamindar subject to all the laws and Courts of the Country within which
he holds such lands, and this appears to have been always the position in
which the Raja of Tipperach have been held.

The judgement certainly further on states:-“This contest is in truth a
contest as to the title to reign a matter rather of state policy than one
proper for judicial decision.” This cannot be disputed; and even in the
case of the plaintiff obtaining a decree in this suit, it may be a question of
state policy, whether the present defendant would be deprived of his seat
on the throne. It might be that the Government would not revoke its
acknowledgment of the present Raja as de-jrrre Raja, and set aside its
installation. For although the acknowledgment and installation were based
on the decrees of the Civil Court of India and the Privy Council, still it
would be a matter of state policy whether the Government would be in
any way influenced by any adverse decision at the present time. But with
this, as I have observed above, this court has now nothing to do. It has
only to decide the title to the zamindaris, and in order to do this, it must
incidentally try and determine the title to reign. It is no doubt, a very
anomalous position for the parties to be in; but we must have taken matters
as we find them. There can be no doubt that had the Privy Council differed
from the decision of the High Court in the case of Nil Krishna, their
Lordships would not have been deterred from passing such a judgment as
would have deposed the present Raja and placed him on the throne, by any
apprehension that they would have been acting without jurisdiction in so
doing.

From what the learned counsel Mr. Piffard said when addressing the
Court after Mr. Paul's departure for Calcutta. I fear I may have somewhat
mistaken the real meaning of the Advocate General’s argument. Mr. Piffard
contends that although the Raja of Independent Tipperah is in every way
a subject of the British Government, in so far as the lands within British
territory are concerned, this does not give the Civil Court jurisdiction to
try who shall be the Raja, that the lands within British territory are an
appendage to the Raj, and that whoever is the Raja for the time being, is in
every sense and must be treated in every way as the zamindar of Roshnabad.
The lands within British territory are not the private property of the Raja,
but belong to whoever may be for the time being the Raja of Independent
Tipperah. Under ordinary circumstances, there would be some force in
this argument; but this is not the state of things which has even, as far as I
can find out, been the recognized status of any of the Rajas of Independent
Tipperah, or one which they themselves have ever put forward, but the
contrary. They have not only never before disputed the rights of the Civil
Courts to try the title to the zamindaris, but have always admitted this
right; and however adverse the state of things may be to the ordinary
relationship of independent states, I am of opinion that, after our Courts
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Including the highest as well as the lowest, have, with the concurrence of
the parties themselves, adjudicated on this right, it is now too late to contest
their jurisdiction.

A few words will dispose of the argument that this court has no
jurisdiction to pass a decree that will in any way interfere with the present
Raja's installation by the British Government, that having been an act of
state. To meet this, it will suffice to state that that act on the part of the
Government was not one of state policy independent of the actions of the
Tipperach Courts, the High Court and the Privy Council, but one wholly
based upon the decisions of the two latter Courts. These Courts had
pronounced the present Raja to be the rightful Raja, and, therefore, at his
request, the Govemment ordered him to be installed. It was simply following
the decision of the Courts and nothing more, and so far from, as it is now
contended, this act on the part of the Government in any way interfering
with or restricting the action of the Courts, it ratified them, and, as it
were, put its seal upon their jurisdiction by showing that it was ruled by
their decrees. I

While upon the subject of admissions, I may as well dispose of the
letter dated the 9th July 1870, written by the plaintiff to Lord Ulick
Browne, the Commissioner of the Chittagong Division, and upon which
so much stress has been laid by the learned counsel for the defence. In this
letter the plaintiff set forth before the Commissioner his rights to be
appointed Juboraj by the present Raja, on the ground that he was appointed
Kurta by his father, and therefore, after the death of his elder brother
Brojendro, who had been appointed Bara Thakoor, he was entitled to succeed
to the Juborajship, which post his brother held after the present defendant
became Raja . In this latter he does not lay any claim whatever to the Raj,
but admits that the present Raja was appointed Juboraj by his father Ishan
Chunder, but claims to succeed to the Raj on the death of his uncle the
present Raja, and states that it has always been the custom of the royal
family of I-Iill Tipperah, that the Juboraj succeeds to the Raj, the Bara
Thakoor to the Juborajship, and the Kurta to the Bara Thakoorship. I-Ie
therefore goes on to say that the present Raja has appointed his own son
Juboraj and thus “cheated him in every way”. It appears clear that up to
that time he had been looking forward to be Juboraj, and so succeeding to
the Raj on the death of his uncle the present defendant; and though under
his circumstances at that time he was content to have it so still this would
not have lessened whatever title he may have had to the Raj, or considered
that he had. Being then without any means of instituting a suit for the Raj,
it is quite natural thathe should have been contented with the Raj in
prospect; and even when writing to the Commissioner to intercede, it. is
equally natural that he should then have confined this prayer to the
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appointment of Juboraj; and if as he then contended, he considered his
right to have been based upon having been appointed Kurta by his father,
he must have also admitted the appointment of the defendant as Juboraj,
for if these appointments have been made, they must have been made,
as alleged, on the same day and at the same time. He must have been at the
time very young, and therefore much influenced subsequently by what he
heard, and probably seen induced to believe what he heard respecting the
appointments, but this would be no bar to his subsequently contesting his
title, after he had been led to believe that no such appointments had ever
really been made. If he really believed that they had not been made when
he wrote the letter, it was very wrong of him to state that they had been,
but a falsehood to favour the claim which he at that time made, though
inexcusable, cannot be punished with the forfeiture of any title which he
may have, or be a bar to his using for such. He admits that the letter is in
his handwriting, but tried to get rid of its effect by explaining that the
subject— matter was not his own, and that he merly wrote according to a
Bengali draft which had been drawn out for him. In his deposition Nabadip
says;“I recollect writing a letter after the coronation, when I was kept in
confinement. The wife of Brojo Mohun Thakoor‘s brother came to the
“undur," on a certain day, and I then told her to ask Brojo Mohun whether
it was proper to keep me in confinement, after deriving so much benefit
from my fathr. The woman was very much trusted by Brojo Mohun. she
went to her house and returned to the“undur" after a few days,and told
me privately that Brojo Mohun Thakoor had not advised Bir Chunder
Bahadoor to keep me in confinement. He might have been advised by
other officers. Brojo Mohun is very sorry that you are kept in confinement.
He told me to tell you to sent a trustworthy man to his house on a certain
night, and he would give you the best advice. I accordingly sent Koilas to
his house on the following night. Koilas went there accordingly. Afterwards
he sent me an English draft of a letter, and informed me by note that this
is a translation of a Bengali draft, given by Brojo Mohun Thakoor, and
that Brojo Mohun told him that Raj-kumar has no other remedy but to sent
this letter to the Commissioner. If this be sent to the Commissioner, he
will able to obtain release and the Juborajship. I accordingly copied out
the English draft and sent it to Koilas to be forwarded to the Commissioner.
I though Brojo Mohun had done what was good for me." Now all this may
have happened just as related above, but even then this explanation does
not relieve the plaintiff or any of the responsibility which attaches itself to
him in regard to the contents of that letter. Whether it was drafted out for
him, as he says, and which I do not believe, he must have understood, the
meaning of every word that he wrote and how each applied to the
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circumstances of his case . However, I think I have said egough on this
unfortunate letter, and will now remark on the plaintiff‘s memorial to the
Bengal Government. And the remark may be simply this that, what has
been said upon the letter to the Commissioner will mainly apply to the
memorial. The Govemment refused to interfere with the appointment
made by the present defendant of his son as Juboraj. This was, however, a
matter of state policy only, and did not in way bar the action of the Civil
Courts.

=t==t==|==i==|==t¢='|==t==|==|==1==t==|==|==|=

Now let us turn to the status of Nabadwip himself; and the light in
which he was looked upon as a member of the royal family, and see how
they bear upon the question of legitimacy.

From a letter of Lieutenant J. M. Graham, dated the 10th of August
1861, to the address of the Commissioner of the Chittagong Division, the
original of which has been forwarded to this Court from the office of the
Bengal Government, we find that the late Raja Ishan Chunder was very
anxious to appoint his sons as his successors, Lieutenant Graham was
deputed as a special mission by the Bengal Government to the then Raja of
Hill Tipperah, and in his report he says in the 6th and 7th paragraph,—“I
would now beg to be permitted to allude to a subject which although not
directly mentioned in my instructions, still bears close affinity to them,—I
mean the method of Govemment at present pursued by the Maharaja of
Hill Tipperah, and the appointment of Juboraj. On my first meeting the
Raja and without wanting to hear what I had to say, he at once commenced
talking of the appointment of Juboraj and Bara Thakoor,-and expressed a
wish that such should not be forced upon him for at least the next three or
four years. By further conversation he evidently intended to lead me to
believe that his intention was to appoint his sons at the end of that time to
the exclusion of the Thakoors Nil Krishna and Bir Chunder, the present
claimants, for the respective appointments, as he considered the Thakoors
unfit to hold them. Whether these are the Maharaja’s real thoughts , it is
difficult to say; but I am inclined to think, that his real intentions are the
eventual appointments of his own sons, and the retaining in power of the
guru who would be certain to be expelled from the Government on the
appointment of the_ Thakoors.” Now this document, or rather the quoted
extracts from it, standing alone, would be worth nothing; but it is so far
significant as showing that the late Raja would not have alluded to “ his
sons” as succeeding heirs, if Nobodwip had not been entitled to inherit;
for there were no other sons but Brojendro and Nobodwip, to whom the
Raja could have then referred as wishing to appoint Juboraj and Bara
Thakoor; and if Nobodwip had been appointed Bara Thakoor he would
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have gained the first step to the throne, and would have succeeded to the
Juborajship on his brother Brojendro ascending the throne.

Looking again to Nobodwip, as he advanced in age we find that he was
treated with much distinction by members of the family, and was indeed
regarded pretty much in the same light as Brojendro was. We find them
studying together under same tutor, and when the present Raja visited
Commilla after the death of Ishan Chunder, we find him bringing the two
boys with him, and introducing them to the authorities. We find also from
evidence which I think is trustworthy, that Nobodwip did perform the
annual shradh of his father, and his elder brother Brojendra Chunder. Even
if he had not performed the sapinda-karan of his father, when his brother
was attacked with cholera a few hours before his death, this alone would
not entitle him to succeed but it is very irreconcilable with his having been
considered illegitimate. N

Certain letters written by Brojo Mohun Thakoor to the Dewan Gurudas
Roy while in Calcutta when looking after the appeal preferred against the
decision of the Civil Court herein favour of Nil Krishna, and also other
letters written by Ram Manikya Barman to the same dewan, together with
letters written by the late Mr. Campbell the manager on the part of the
Raja, have been put as evidence of the light in which Nobodwip and his
mother were considered by the writers of these letters. They are not of
much significance, and standing alone would be worth nothing. I have no
reason to believe that these letters are not genuine, and in them the Iswaris
are referred to as appellants and the minors as Raj Kumars. There are also
other letters alleged to have been about the same time written by the present
Raja himself to Annund Behari Sen. the tutor of Brojendro and Nobodwip.
These letters were shown to the Raja when his deposition was taken, and
he denied the signatures and also the letters themselves. I must say that I
think the Raja was not telling the truth when he denied these letters. They
bear his usual signature and are not letters which it would have been worth
while to forge. They are naturally written, and if forged, would have been
full of much stronger expressions in favour of the plaintiff than are found
in them. Moreover, if forged, they would not have been so numerous.
There would have been no use forging a lot of letters when one or two
would have answered the purpose much better. There is one letter marked
(E) which shows that Nobodwip was being educated along with one of
the present Raja's sons. These letters as I have said before, would be quite
valueless if standing alone, and are only significant in so far as they show
that Nobodwip was treated with consideration by the family and the present
Raja himself.

For the above reasons I give the eighth issue also in favour of the
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plaintiff, and hold that he is entitled to the property claimed by right of
inheritance.

We now come to the 9th issue; Did the defendant No. I obtain the
property in suit by fraud, deception and collusion, or was he the right ful
heir of Ishan Chunder, and was he appointed by him as Juboraj and when
he was in his proper senses‘?

That he was not the rightful heir of Ishan Chunder has been decided by
the judgment on the eighth issue, for it has not been denied that if the
present plaintiff was legitimate and there had been no appointment of
Juboraj, he would then be entitled to the property by inheritance. It must,
therefore, be considered whether there was an appointment of Juboraj
really made by the late Ishan Chunder Manikya, and in support of which
we have a very great deal of positive evidence, evidence that has stood the
test of the Highest Court in this country, and that of Her Majesty‘s Privy
Council, I am well aware, as contended by Mr. Montriou, that neither the
judgment of the High Court in Nil Krishna’s case, nor that of the Privy
Council is in any way binding on the present plaintiff or this Court, though
they have been put in as part of this case. I have already overruled the
argument of the Advocate General and I am sure with all due deference to
that able Barrister, that the decision of the Privy Council was a final one as
to the appointment of Juborajship, or that their Lordships intended that
that decision was for ever after to be considered as a decision in rem; but
when a great portion, if not the principal portion of the evidence , is the
same as in the last case, it would be highly presumptions in this Court not
to pay some respect to the opinions of two such high tribunals, which have
been based upon the same evidence which this Court is now called upon to
consider. To get over the appointment of the Juborajship must have always
appeared to the plaintiff and his advisers as almost insurmountable, and
they must have been well aware that until they had got over this obstacle,
no decree could be passed in favour of the plaintiff. For it is the custom
of the family, and has been so far many generations, for the person
appointedluboraj by the reigning Raja to succeed him; the only condition
binding on the Raja of I-Iill Tipperah being, that the person so appointed
shall be legitimate. Now in this case the positive evidence of respectable
witnesses, whom without very clear evidence the Court would not brand
as wilful per jurers is overwhelming. Even if we exclude the depositions
of those witnesses who have died since they gave their evidence in the
former suits, and which, it has been contended by they eamed counsel Mr.
Montriou ought not to be admitted inasmuh as the present plaintiff was
not properly represented in that suit, the evidence in the present suit is
such as the plaintiff could not have really thought could be set aside, and
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which he must have known would be forthcoming. As regards this issue,
the plaintiff is in the position of the defendant, Under the eighth issue,
each has to prove that no Juboraj was appointed, and this, in the face, as I
have said before, of a great mass of positive testimony; and he has entirely
failed in this respect. No one can read, unless blinded by prejudice, the
remarks of the High Court and the Privy Council on the evidence in the
other case, and which has been re-produced in present suit, without seeing
how appropriate they are: and if so in the other suit, they must be euqally
so in the present case, as the plaintiff has entirely failed to rebut or shake
that evidence. Whenever, therefore, Iquote in my subsequent remarks any
portions of theludgment of the High Court or the Privy Council, it must
be borne in mind that I do so perfectly coinciding with them as touching
the evidence in the present suit.

But, first of all , let us see how the plaintiff has procceeded; and the
first thing to be looked at is the plaint. In this, he has charged his mother
and the other ranis, witnesses on his side, with collusion and fraud, that
they colluded with the present Raja in setting up a grossly false allegation
of the appointment of himself as Juboraj. This appears to have been
considered necessary in order- to meet certain allegations, which were pretty
sure to be made in regard to the actions of the three ladies ill the case of
Nil Krishna, and having also no doubt, the mokhramama, Exhibit No.7 ,
in view, and which has been with how little cause, as I have shown, looked
upon with considerable dread. I have shown that the three ladies cannot be
held responsible for the contents of this document, and therefore I need
not make any further remarks upon it. Ihave also shown that the unfortunate
letter written by the plaintiff to the Commissioner is not an estoppel to his
instituting the present suit; but though not an estoppel, it is one very
damaging to his claim and cannot be considered in any other light than as
corroborating in a strong degree the positive testimony on the part of the
defendant, The interpretation put upon this letter; and upon the fact of its
existence, has been not only a very lame one but a false one and it was
only this part of the plaintiff's evidence which appeared to have been
given in an unsatisfactory manner and to have been stamped with untruth.
In this letter he admitted that the present defendant had been appointed
Juboraj by the late Ishan Chunder . This may have been a false statement
to support what he then contended for, namely, the appointment of Iuboraj
under the present Raja; but it is one which he cannot get rid of as
corroborative evidence of the positive testimony on the other side.

There are some suspicious circumstances attending the appointment of
the present Raja to the Juborajship; but they are trifling when set against
the positive testimony of so many influential and respectable witnesses
who have been-produced in this Court, and the strong probabilities that,
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situated as the late Raja was, he was induced by those around him to
appoint his whole-brother Juboraj on the day before his death. It is quite
possible that he had not made up his mind, even on the moming on which
the Dalan Sanchar or consecration of the new hall was performed, to
appoint a Juboraj; but being then in a very weak and sickly condition,
having suffered from paralysis for more than a year previous, it is more
than probable that the excitement of that ceremony was too much for him,
and feeling that his end was approaching, he was easily induced and
influenced by those around him, especially as from the letter of Lieutenant
Graham already referred to in the judgement, he appears to have been
very weak minded and i irresolute to the last degree. We have also positive
testimony, which has not been rebutted, that the late Raja was in his right
senses when all that is stated to have been done, was done, and that not
only were the appointments made with his perfect knowledge and consent,
but by his orders, and under his personal directions. As to the late Raja’s
real state when these appointments were ‘made, we have not the benefit of
that medical testimony which would be forthcoming in a European family;
but the evidence which has in this case, been given on this point, has not
only not been rebutted, but we have the evidence of plaintiff ‘s witness
No.7 Mohesh Chunder, a Kabi-raj, who attended him, to the effect that he
was sensible to within 6 hours before his death. It may be that the Raja was
not altogether a free' agent ‘in the matter; and.that he was acting under
compulsion; but this would not render the appointment null and void. The
Privy Council remark: “The Raja was not then in a state in which he was
likely to resist any strong pressure upon him to make some appointment to
secure the succession. Many feelings might exist in a weak and suspicious
mind to explain the absence of the usual ceremonies, invitations and
notifications; and it must be remembered that at the time he was evidently
under the impression that he was securingithe succession to his own son
Brojendra on the death of the present Raja, by appointing him Bara
Thakoor: For there is evidence on the record to show that a Bara Thakoor
does succeed to the post ofJuboraj. .

When referring to the argument against the appointment of the present
Raja, the Privy Council remark:“Their Lordships are far from saying that
the objections urged with so much force by the.counsel for the appointment
are undeserving of a very serious and attentive consideration they appear
to have received such consideration in the High Court, and their Lordships,
during the argument, and since, have carefully considered and weighed
them. The probabilities, however, are in their Lordship’s opinions strong
in support of the fact of a nomination of the de-facro Raja by his deceased
brother to the office of Juboraj." Besides these probabilities, we have in
this case the admission of the plaintiff himself in his letter to the
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Commissioner of the appointment of the present Raja as Juboraj. With
respect to the positive testimony produced in the other case, and which has
been re-produced in this case, the Lords of the Privy Council remark:
“Amidst all this mass of conflicting probabilities impeaching or supporting
the disputed nominations, the High Court proceeded on positive testimony,
weighty enough to decide the issue, if not sucessfully impeached. Unless
native testimony is to be thrown out entirely, and decisions are to pass on
conjecture or suspicion instead of evidence, there Lordships think that the
High Court did not err in coming to a conclusion that the positive testimony
must prevail in this case.” Now these remarks are not called for by testimony
analogous to that produced in this case but by the very same evidence re-
produced. It is therefore idle to say they should be entirely ignored by this
Court.

Now against this strong, positive testimony in favour of the appointment
of the defendant strongly corroborated, to say the least, by the admission
of the plaintiff himself when he thought it was to his purpose to make
them what have we on his part? Nothing but the evidence of a few witnesses,
who state that they never heard that any such appointment had been made.
What evidence those witnesses who refused to attend the Court would
have given, is simply a matter for conjecture; but I do not think that this
Court would be justified in coming to the conclusion that they would have
given better evidence on this point than what has already been obtained.
On this issue, therefore, the plaintiff’s claim must fail. The twelfth issue
was framed for consideration in the event of the plaintiff obtaining a
decree for the property. I may, however remark that as the Raja has been
found to have been de-jure Raja, he had a perfect right to appoint his own
son as Juboraj; and that the appointment of the plaintiff as Kurta would
not by law or custom give him say prior title.

With respect to the seventh issue, I am of opinion that the other
defendants were unnecessarily made parties, and that they are entitled to
their costs from the plaintiff at 6 per cent per annum from this date to date
of realization.

Referring to the sixthoissue, I do not think under the circumstances of
this case, that the Court was bound to have made Prosonno Chand Golechqa
a co-plaintiff, and no further consideration need to be given to this point
inasmuch as I do not consider the defendant entitled to costs, all the issues
but one having been decided in plaintiff‘s (sic) favour.

The plaintiff‘s suit is therefor dismissed, but with no order as to costs.
The 27th February, 1875, F.C. FLOWLE, Judge.

"'1

__-..._._
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JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF THE LOWER COURT
Judgment ofR. Towers, Esq., Judge of Tipperah, dated the 24th January I881.

No.23 of 1380.
Raj Kumar Nobodwip Chunder Deb Barman . PiaintifiI

Versus
Maharaja Bir Chunder Manikya, * * and others Defendants.

mnorvrnnr ‘
The plaintiff is the eldest surviving son of the late Raja Ishan Chunder,

who died in the year 1862, and whose younger brother, defendant I, is the
present Raja, his title having been finally settled by the High Court’s decision
of 14th August 1876, XXV, W.R.404. Defendants 2 and 3 are the sons of
defendants, and have been appointed by him to the posts of Juboraj and
Bara Thakoor respectively. In the suit just mentioned, the present plaintiff
was plaintiff, and defendants pl and 2 were amongst the defendants.
Defendant 3 was not a party to that suit. He was not appointed Bara Thakoor
by his father till the year 1878. _

Plaintiff now sues for(l) a declaration of his right to the zemindari
(which draws with it the right to the Raj) on the death of defendant No.1,
on the determination of plaintiff‘s position and rank; (2) for the recovery
of arrears of maintenance at the rate of Rs.5,000 a month for eight years
and eight months: and (3) for fixing his future maintenance at the same
sum. I-Ie bases his claim partly on the Roobokari of the 16th Sravan 1269
B. (3lst July 1862), by which the late Raja Ishan Chunder appointed his
brother, defendant No. 1, Juboraj, and his eldest son Brojendro deceased,
Bara Thakoor, and plaintiff Kurta, and partly on the law and custom of the
family or dynasty (vide paragraphs 2 and 5 of the plaint)

The issues were fixed by my predecessor, from whom I took over the
case after the witnesses for the plaintiff had been examined. Those issues
are seventeen in number.'The most important seems to be those fixed on
the questions of (l) limitation (2) jurisdiction ;(3) res-judicara, (4) the
position and rights of plaintiff as Kurta as per the Roobokari of the 16th
Sraban 1269 B,. which involves a consideration of the‘ custom of the
succession to the Tipperah Raj, and especially the following issue: Is the
post of Kurta one of the grades in succession to the Raj, the holder of it
ascending successively to the higher grades without further appointment?
(5) Plaintifi’s claim to maintenance. . , ‘

To begin with limitation. Plaintiff contends, his cause of action, so far
as the first part of his claim is concemed, arose in August 1876 the date of
the High Court's decision in the former case; defendant, in August 1870,
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when defendant No.1 appointed his son Juboraj: I think the letter correct.
It was by this appointment that defendant formally challenged plaintiff‘s
pretensions to the succession, his title to which he now wishes declared.
His cause of action as far as the present case was concerned, was as complete
then as it is now. The Advocate General for defendant contends that article
120 of the 2nd schedule applies. Plaintiff’s pleaders relies on article 144.
The point is not free from doubt, but I am on the whole of opinion that a
suit for a declaration of title to immovable property may not improperly
be considered as one for the possession of an interest therein and in the
view, article 144 would cover the case. i

With regard to the maintenance, plaintiff has twelve years both for
arrears and declaration of right. Article 128-9 Limitation Act. It will be
necessary to consider hereafter whether he can get arrears, and when his
right was denied; but for the purpose of this issue, it is sufficient to say
that limitation does not bar this part of the claim either.

I now come to the question of jurisdiction, which has been argued at
great length, but on which I do not think it necessary to say much, as I
think it is very clear that the issue must be decided in plaintiff‘s favour.
The former case between the parties (XXV W.R. 404) is alone almost
decisive on the point. It was argued at length in both courts, and the High
Court's decision reviews the previous instances, in which it appeared that
for seventy years, jurisdiction had been exercised and submitted to in cases
like the present one. There are, however, some later rulings in point, one
9th July 1879, Sewell White and Morris J .J ., present defendant, appellant,
Chundreswari, and others, nepondents, on the same side; on other hand,
defendant calls attention to Ishan Chunder Thakoor’s case versus the present
defendant, Mitter and Maclean J.J., 19th June ‘ 1878, in which Mr. Justice
Mitter, commenting on the decision in XXV, W.R.404, says he thinks the
Raja (defendant) is not in point of fact subject to our courts, except in
eases mentioned in Section 433, Act X of 1877, clauses A,B, C, save in
respect to his zemindari in British territory. In that case, it appears that the
question of jurisdiction was not taken in the Cou1_'_t of First Instance.

Withsregard to Section 433, it appears that plaintiff applied to
Govemment for permission to bring this suit, and got that permission
undersignature of the under Secretary to the Government of Bengal ,vide
his memo. No.825, dated the 25th February 1878. 'l11ere is also on the
record a latter from the Secretary to the Govemment of Bengal, No. 4975,
dated the 28th December 1878, in which the then Judge of this District
was informed that permission of Govemment is not necessary under Section
433 for instituting, suits against defendant for property in British territory, 
* Veda.--Printed Paper-Book in RegularAppeal N0. I04 of I88}, Highfiourt, p. 437-
445 Nabadip Chandra Deb us Maharaja Bir Chandra Manikya. '
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he not being an independent ruling chief within the meaning ‘of that section.
lt is also stated (as was held in the case reported in XXV, W.R. and in
many other cases,) that the succession to Hill Tipperah (i.e, to the Raj)
follows the succession to the zamindari. _

The Advocate General contended that the present suit not being one for
immovable property, sanction could not be given under Section 433, clause
C, and he has strongly urged that defendant No.1 is an independent sovereign
prince, that this is shown by the observations of Mitter J., in the case
above referred to, by Lieutenant Graham’s letter to the Commissioner of
Dacca, dated the 16th August 1861, and by the evidence of the witnesses,
especially the fact deposed to by them, that he has the power of life and
death over his subjects, and that a Political Agent or a Assistant Political
Agent resides at his Court,— to all of which it may be answered that the
question seems already decided by a competent authority, as is shown by
the numerous instances in which the Raja either submitted to the
jurisdiction, or in which the plea was decided against him. There is not a
single instance on record where it was held to prevail; the case in which
the remarks of Mitter, J., above quoted, occur, having been decided on
other grounds.

The next point for consideration is that of Res-judicara. To determine
this, it will be necessary to compare the plaints in the two cases. In the
former suit plaintiff sought to establish right of inheritance to and get
possession with mesne profits of the zemindari, and to set aside the
appointment by defendant No. 1 of his son as Juboraj and other illegal
acts. Here plaintiff sought to succeed as heir to his deceased father, alleging
that the appointment by the latter of defendant No. 1 as Juboraj, was a
fabrication; and he considered that in the absence of such a personage, he
himself wasby law entitled, a eldest surviving son of his father , to succeed
to the estate and honours of the latter. He also alleged that the Roobokori
of the 16th Sravan 1269 B, whereby his late father purported to appoint
defendant No.1 Juboraj, Brojendro Bara Thakoor and plaintiff Kurta, was
a forgery. The case was decided against him, it being held that defendant
No.1 had been legally appointed Juboraj, and the authenticity of ‘the
Roobokori was virtually established.

Plaintiff’s suit having been dismissed in the Court of First Instanee and
on appeal, he now sues on the strength of the same Roobokori vide paragraph
2 of the plaint (adding also, however, family law and custom as supporting
his claim) for a declaration of his right to take possession of Zamindari
(which, as I have said, involves the right to the Raj) on the death of
defendant No.1 and meantime to get maintenance, from the date of his
expulsion from the paternal mansion. That is plaintiff accepting ihe decision
of the Court -that his father really did appoint defendant No.1 "Juboraj, and
'II‘N'i'=I1—v
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that the latter was, therefore, entitled on the former’s death is take the Raj
and zamindari, now comes forward and says that his own title to the
Juborajship rests on as good a foundation as defendant No.l’s to the Raj,
that they both received their appointments from the late Raja, who, as
shown in the Roobokori, made defendant No.1 Juboraj, Brojendro Bara
Thakoor and plaintiff Kurta. That these different grades succeed one another,
each going up a step on a vacancy; that as on Ishan Chunder’s death
defendant 1, from being Juboraj, became Raja, so on Brojendro‘s death,
plaintiff became Bara Thakoor, and on defendant No.1 ‘s promotion to the
Raj, he became Juboraj, therefore defendant No.1 had no right to promote
his own son to this post, and that consequently on defendant No.1’s death,
plaintiff is entitled to succeed him.

Sections 13 and 43 of the Civil Procedure, and several Rullings of the
different High Courts, were discussed and relied on by the learned Advocate
General as fatal to the suit, II, I, L, R., Cal., 152, III, I. L. R. Bom. 137,
I, I. L. R. ALL. 480 and XXV, W. R. I, on the other side, I. L. R. HI .
Bom. 223, I. L. R. IV, Cal 190, XIII, W.R.,l96, XX, W. R. 150, XXI, W.
B. 59. and 181 and XXIV, W. R. 212, were referred to.

It is not necessary for me to enter into lengthened examination of these
authorities. No new infringement of plaintiff’s rights has taken place since
he brought the former suit. In that suit he chose to lay his claim to immediate
possession on the averment of certain facts. It was held that the facts were
not as he averred them, and consequently he failed. Now he (virtually)
says, “ I was wrong, and I accept the finding in that case, which I maintain
shows “ me entitled to another kind of remedy. Instead of immediate
possession, “ I should have asked fora declaration ofmy right to possession
onidefendanfs “ death, and that is the claim I now wish to put forward."
It was euqally at his command on the former occasion to have put forward
the case made by him now, and notwithstanding the difference of form,
one part of it, and a most material part, is substantially. The same in both.
Both demand the cancellation of the appointment of his son as Juboraj,
which has been made by defendant No.1 True, this is not specially asked
in the present plaint; but how can plaintiff get a declaration of his right to
succeed on the death of defendant No.1, unless the appointment by the
latter of his son as Juboraj is set aside?

I think the present suit (except for maintenance) is barred, because (1)
an essential part of it is substantially identical with the claim in the former
suit, (2) the case now made is one which plaintiff might and ought to have
put forward on the former occasion : his cause of action was the same; he
sought one remedy then, and he seeks another now, Section 13 and 43
seem both applicable and both in my opinion bar the claim.
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The next point for consideration is the status of plaintiff as Kurta, vide

Roobokori of 16th Sraban 1269, and the great contest of fact in this case
has been, whether by virtue of that appointment he is entitled, on the
occasion of vacancies in the higher grades, to ascend step by step to the
Rajship. If so, on the death of Brojendro he would have become Bara
Thakoor, and when defendant No.1 succeeded to the Raja, the (plaintiff)
would have become or been entitled to become Juboraj, and thus his claim
to the declaration sought would be established.

The admitted order of succession is Bara Thakoor; Juboraj and Raja,
each of the two former going up a step on the occasion of a vacancy, but
defendant denies the right of the Kurta to ascend to the post of Bara Thakoor
on the death or promotion of the latter. Defendant in fact maintains that
there are only two grades in the succession,-Bara Thakoor -and Juborqi,
while plaintiff says three; Kurta, Bara Thakoor and Jubofaj. The Raja
rnttst appoint the Bara Thakoor be Juboraj when the latter appointment is
vacant. According to defendant , he (Raja) may then appoint any one
among his kindred that he chooses to be Bara Thakoor: Plaintiff contends
that if there is a Kurta, the latter has the right to succeed as Bara Thakoor.

A great deal of oral evidene has been recorded on both sides on this
point, very little of it of an independent character. The witnesses for
defendant especially struck me as being biassed, chiefly no doubt from the
fact of their defence on the defendant, the present Raja. The genealogical
tree of the dynasty has also been put in, purporting to show how the
succession has gone from a very remote period of antiquity.

The first appointment of Bara Thakoor on record is said by plaintiff ‘s
pleader to have been by the Raja Krishna Manikya, who was succeeded by
Rajdhar in the year 1785, vide S. D. A. decision 24th March 1309, p. 134,
of the paper -Book in Nil Krishna's *case. Since then there have been four
down to Brojendro. I find, however, in the genealogical table filed in
Chakradhawj’s *case ( his paper Book p. 211) Dharm Manikya, the 121st
Raja (8th before Rajdhar) described as having been a Bara Thakoor. The
instances in which it is said that Kurtas have risen to the higher grades
(before plaintiff) are only two,-Kashi, son of Rajdhar, who eventually
became Raja, and his son Krishna Chunder, who became Bara Thakoor
and died in that appointment. There are four other persons, Kashi, Sarnbhu,
Ram Kanai, grandsons of Raja Bijoy Manikya, the third be Rajdhar and
I-Iarish Chunder, son-in-law of Raja Krishna Kishore, the last Raja but
one before the present one, who are asserted by defendant to have been
Kurtas, and who never rose to any thing higher. " - » _

Admitting as it is clear, that we must, on the evidene that these four
pcrson’s position was not as high as that of plaintiff, even if they were all
Kurtas( of which there is some doubt), still I think that the two instances
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relied on by plaintiff are not sufficient to establish a custom. 'llrere is no
documentary evidence whatever in its favour and nothing except the
assertions of witnesses to show that a Kurta was a personage with any
acknowledged rights to the succession. His position is very different from
that of Bara Thakoor, even though there be only four instances in which
the latter was recognized amongst the ‘successors to the Raj; for in his case,
the custom is-admitted, and has been admittedly acted on during the entire
period that litigation about the succession has been going on in our Courts
and in fact before it, Rajdhar (Raja in 1785) having appointed one of his
sons, Ram Gunga Bara Thakoor, since which time there has been such an
appointment during every reign, the appointee in every instance succeeding,
or being recognized as entitled to succeed, to the higher grades, while
during the same‘ period the Kurtas are even, on plaintiff’s own showing,
only two in number. He is obliged to admit that Krishna Kishore, the
father of Ishan Chunder, made no appointment of Kurta, though he had
several sons (nine altogether). He died suddenly, and therefore, plaintiff
contends he might have made the appointment if he had lived. The fact
remains, however, that he appointed one son Juboraj and another Bara
Th_akoor but no Kurta, and that, as I have said the doubtful instances of
Kashi and Krishna Chunder are all we have. I call them doubtful, because,
though they may have been called Kurta, thereis-no satisfactory evidene
to show, what was meant "by the title, or that it was by virtue of that title
that they were promoted higher. .As far as custom goes therefore, I am
decidedly of opinion that plaintiff has not established it.

Then it is said that we must look at the words of the Roobokori itself
and the surrounding circumstances to see if plaintiff is by virtue of it
entitled to the succession. It would appear from it, that all three
appointments were made for the same purpose , viz. the conduct of the
business of the Raj and zamindary, and except by the titles given to each,
there is nothing to discriminate their positions. It has been strongly
contended for plaintiff that there is a multitude of extemal circumstances
going toshow that the Rajah’s intention was to nominate him (plaintiff) as
an heir to the succession, and that plaintiff was treated by the world
accordingly. I shall come to these in detail later on; but it seems to me that
notwithstanding it was the Raja’s wish, or even intention that plaintiff
should occupy a grade in the succession, still, if he did not give effect to
that wish in a legally valid manner, or if by doing so he broke any well
defined and established Koolachar orfamily custom, what he did would be
of no eficct. 5,

The words of the Roobokori rnriy perhaps be construed as a devise of.
the succession j, to plaintiff, but it seems to me thatiuntil the latter shows-
that by, law or custom the Kurta,--‘is entitled to promotion, or that by the
Raja had the power to break or/" modify the custom by appointing three
successors instead of two, his intentions must go for nothing. C

' I
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Now the evidence shows that the custom is for the Bara Thakoor to
succeed the Juboraj, andfor the latter; on becoming Raja, tofill the vacant
appointment of Bara Thakur by appointing to it. whomsoever of his
kinsmen he likes; and there is no satisfactory or sufficient evidence to
show that if there isa Kurta, he has a preferential claim to the appointment.
If this is the koolachar, as I think the previous history of this family clearly
shows, then the late Raja had no right to appoint a third successor, even
though he says that he did so according to the ever existing custom.

For the foregoing reasons I think that the Roobokori avails nothing to
plaintiff in furtherance of his claim to the succession, even though the
Raja wished and intended that it "should, and although defendant No.1
himself then and for sometime afterwards treated plaintiff on that
understanding. It made plaintiff the first man on the kingdom after the
Juboraj and Bara Thakoor, but (to my mind) it did not and could not gi-ve
him a legal title to the succession. '

The fifth question is that of maintenance. The Advocate-General did
not deny that plaintiff is entitled to some maintenance, but demurred to
the heavy sum asked, and to the grant of arrears. The written statement
contains a list of maintenance, grants to other members of the family, viz.
the sons of Krishna Kishore, two of whom brought suits for the Raj. None
of these got more than Rs. 400 a month, and it is deposed by defendant's
witnesses, that even the Juboraj "gets only Rs. 727., He certainly, however,
gets other perquisites ( and so did the other maintenance-holders so long
as they were on good terms with the Raja), though defendant's witnesses
endeavoured to minimize them as much as possible.

Plaintiff‘s position was, in my opinion, considerably higher than any
of these, and he has been worsely treated. These facts ought to be taken
into consideration in fixing the allowance; and in order to put them clearly,
I must refer at some length to the evidence. r H r

Shortly after plaintiff‘s birth, a talook was conferred on him and called
by his name, and he was brought up and acknowledged as a legitimate son
by his father. Defendant No.-1 questioned his legitimacy afterwards, no
doubt, but it was clearly established in the former case. That his father
intended to make him one of his successors, may be gathered from
Lieutenant Graham’s letter to the Commissioner of the 10th August 1861,
para 7, and from Mr. Young’s letter to the Secretary to the Govermnent of
Bengal, dated 7th August 1862, in which‘ plaintiff is even spoken of as
Bara Thakoor. (There is no doubt, however, that this title was never formally
conferred on him). Defendant No.1 shortly after had an interview with the
Commissioner at Commilla, and at that interview plaintiff as well as the
deceased Brojendro, was present, along with defendant No.1, who brought
them from Agurtollah, and they were introduced along with him to the
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Commissioner. On that occasion also plaintiff seems to have been styled
Bara Thakoor, vide Mr. Mangle’s deposition in the former case, p.177 of
the paper Book. At a subsequent interview. between defendant No.1 and
the Lieutenant-Governor Sir Cecil Beadon, plaintiff was again present
along with Brojendro. In the year 1863, the year after Ishan Chunder’s
death, defendant No.1 appointed a tutor to the two boys. This witness
Annund Behari Sen , now a ministerial officer in the Subordinate Judge’s
Court. and an apparently trustworthy witness, has been examined in both
the cases, and has produced certain letters which he says he received from
the Raja( defendant No.1) and the defene witness Dinobundhu Nazir in
the year 1864, when Nil Krishna’s case was going on in Calcutta and this
witness was sent there to look after it on the part of defendant. These
letters are exhibits A. 1. to A. 4 from defendant. No.1, and Bl to B9 from
Dinobundhu Nazir. The authenticity of these letters has been denied. There
is no doubt, however, in my mind that they are genuine. The four from
defendant No.1, were held to be so in the former case, and in the present
case. I have not the least hesitation in believing Annund Behari Sen in
preference to Denobundhu Nazir. An examination of the letters themselves
will show that it is extremely unlikely that they are forgeries. Their
importance in the present case arises from their clearly showing the
position which plaintiff at that time held in the estimation of defendant
No.1 himself and of every body else at Agurtollah, and that he was
understood to occupy the position of one having a title to the succession.

Mr. Justice Macpherson remarks on these letters (XXV W. R. 410) that
the correspondence of defendant No.1 and his people proves, as does all
the evidence as to defendant’s conduct, that it was not till many years after
the death of Ishan Chunder that he (defendant No.1) began to profess to
consider plaintiff no body because he was illegitimate. Again, he says
p.408, that rightly or wrongly, plaintiff and Ranis had the idea, until
defendant No.1 declared he would make his own son Juboraj, that plaintiff
was to succeed him, and the idea was atfirst entertained professcdly at
any rate, by defendant . No, I also, until Brojendro having been dead some
years, he (defendant No.1) feeling himself firm in his seat, threw off
plaintiff, and declared his intention of appointing his own son Juboraj.

The witness Annuad Behari Sen and others also describe the position in
which plaintiff lived at Agurtollah, and the comforts and luxuries enjoyed
by him. There is in fact not the least doubt that he was brought up in
manner entirely in consonance with the expectation which he had and was
allowed to hold of one day coming to the throne.

In the years 1,870 ( on the 31st August) defendant No.1 appointed his
own son Radha Kishore Juboraj, and thus formally challenged plaintiff’s
pretention to the succession. He resumes plaintiff‘s Talook in June 1871,
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and plaintiff left the paternal manson and Agurtalla in the same month,
and since then has not received a farthing from the estate.

The foregoing facts show the plaintiff occupied a better position than
any of the other maintenance-holders, including the two former claimants
to the Raj, Nil Krishna and Chakradhawj. Neither of them ever even claimed
to have been designated to the succession, and Nil Krishna was only brothers
of the half blood to the deceased Raja, while Chakradhawj was illegitimate.
In fixing the maintenance to which plaintiff is entitled I do not think it
necessary or expedient to enter into any nice calculations as to the assets
and outgoings of the estate. The net income from both the Hills territory
and the zemindary is stated by Dinobundhu ( the Chief Muntri) to be
about three lacs and 70,000 rupees. There are of course debts and charges,
but it appears that defendant is adding extensively to the estate by purchase
for which he is able to command large sums of money, and that he was
able to spend forty or fifty thousand rupees on marriages of members of
his family, all within one week. He can also afford to keep a European
artist on a salary of 600 rupees a month. Taking all this into consideration,
and looking to what plaintiff has been deprived of by the disappointment
of his natural and legitimate hopes, I think six hundred rupee a month is
by no means an unreasonably large sum to fix for his support.

Two other questions arise in this part of the case, which were the subject
of some argument before me. One is, whether the maintenance is to be a
charge on the zamindari in British territory and the other whether plaintiff
is entitled to arrears, and if so, from when. Several precedents of the
Calcutta and Bombay High Courts, have been referred to on both sides in
support of their respective contentions but these mostly refer to the case of
Hindu widows.

In the previous history of his family, there are some cases in point on
these questions. On the first, plaintiff’s pleader has referred me to S.D.A.
decision , dated the 24th March 1809, a suit between Ram Ganga and
Doorgampni (pp. 134-6 of the paper book in Nil Krishna’s case), where it
is stated (p.136) that the Raja was declared entitled to hold the zamindari
subject to the usual charge for maintenance ofmembers of the family.

Again, the Ranis, widows of the late Raja, (one of them being plaintiff’s
mother) sued the present defendant for maintenance chargeable on the
zamindari, *and got a decree confirmed by the High Court in appeal on
the 9th July 1879. Defendant tried to appeal this to the Privy Council, but
leave was refused him on the 30th January of that year. On the other hand,
the Advocate General referred to Ishan Chunder Thakoor’s case against
"‘ This is apparentfrom theperusal ofthe plaint andjudgment ofthe Court ofthe Court
ofthefirst instance dated the 26th November I877.
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the present defendant, decided in appeal by the High Court on the 19th
June 1878. .

Ishan Chunder Thakoor was grandson of a former Raja, and the grant
was originally made to him by a Raja who was dead at the time of the suit.
It was held that the grant was not hereditary, and that it was not a charge
on the zamindari. The circumstances of that case were different from the
present one, and I think if plaintiff is entitled to a grant at all, heis entitled
to have it made payable from the zamindari. Besides, Cha.kradhawj, a
former suitor for the Raj and a present maintenance - holder, examined as
a witness in this case for defendant, gets his allowance from the zamindari,
and so does his brother Jadub, another witness for defendant, vide their
depositions on examination. (So in fact, Ishan Chunder Thakoor). It may
be a question whether these persons’ maintenance amounts in law toa
charge on that property. The Ranis, however, have clearly established their
claim as such, and I do not see on what grounds plaintiff can be put in a
worse position. - s

Lastly from what date is plaintiff entitled to maintenance? By article
128, second schedule of the Limitation Act, plaintiff may recover twelve
year’s arrears from the time when they were payable, and by article 129
his cause of action for a declaration ofI right to maintenturce arises when
that right is denied. There is nothing to show that a declaration and arrears
may not be used for together, but the arrears cannot be said to be “payable”
before the accural of the cause of action for the declaration.

They are only payable by virtue of that declaration. It would seem to
follow that they are not payable antecedently to the event which gave a
cause of action in that suit for a declaration, via, the denial of the right and
plaintiffcannot I think put this earlier than the date of his notice to defendant
(15th April 1878). He made no demand for maintenance before this, and
his right cannot be said to have been denied before defendant No.1 received
this notice and had omitted to reply to it within a reasonable time. In point
of fact, he made no reply to it, and I therefore fix the lst May 1878, as the
time from which the maintenance is payable.

The result is, thatltherest of the claim is dismissed, and It pass a decree
for the arrears at 6 htindred rupees per month from the lst May 1878 to
the institution of this suit, and I declare plaintiff entitled to the same
allowance subsequently and in future. Costs of the suit to both parties in
proportion with interest thereon at 6 per cent, and at the same rate on the
amount decreed to plaintiff from this date. Government to have a first
charge on the amount decreed for Court fees.

The 24th January, 1881 R. TOWERS.
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APPENDIX NO. VII
I - Extracts from the deposition of witnesses.

Suit No. 25 of 1880.
Judge’s Court Tipperah. p

Nabadwip Chandra Deb Burman. Plaintiff
vs. r - -

Maharaja Bir Chandra Manikya Bahadoor.
Jubaraj Radha Kishore_Deb Burman.
Bara Thakur Shamarendra Chandra Burman, Minor} Defendants.

L Thefollowing extracts have been made from the Printed paper-
Book prepared under the Rules of the I-Ion’ble High Court, in

- Regular Appeal No.104 of 1881 of that Court, against the decision
of the Court below in the above suit.] 1

Defendant’s witness being solemnly afiirrned, states:-My name is
Krishna Kamal Deb Bunnan, son of the late Sriman Thakoor, age 60 or
61, resident of Agartala. P r t

=2“ e ~ =|=
' “There are two posts with regard to the succession to the Maharaja,

namely , the posts of Iubaraj and Bara Thakoor. Excepting the aforesaid
posts there are no other posts. On the death of the Raja,the Jubaraj becomes
the Raja , and after that he appoints the Bara Thakoor to the post ofJubaraj."
(Page 46) r l

“When the Jubaraj becomes the Raja, the Bara Thakoor by right of his
rank can become Jubaraj, ( It being read over, the witness saidz) He is
entitled to be Iubaraj, and no body else save the Bara thakoor can become
Jubaraj. Except the Bara Thakoor he cannot appoint anybody else as Jubaraj.
According to the custom of the family the successor who has been already
appointed by a Raja, cannot be removed by another Raja, but if he makes
the appointment contrary to the custom it can be cancelled. * * * *
If any Raja, in the presence of the Bara Thakoor appoints his own son to
the post of Jubaraj, then the Bara Thakoor must get the Raj, Brojendra was
Bara Thakoor, and if Brojendra were alive, he would have been the Jubaraj,
and after the death of the Bir Chandra Brojendra, would have got the Raj.
If in the presence of Brojendra, Maharaja Bir Chandra had appointed Radha
Kishore as Jubaraj and Shamarendra as Bara Thakoor, then on the death of
the Raja, Brojendra would have got Raj, and Radha Kishore would not get
it." (Page 48) s
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Defendant ’s witness No. 2 being solemnly aflirmed, stated:-My name
is Deno Bandhu Deb Burman, son of late Juggut Bandhu Nazir, age 38 or
39 years, resident of Agartala and employed as the Chief Minister of the
Mahraja of Tippearh.

“From among the members of his own family the Maharaja appoints
somebody as Jubaraj, and some one as Bara Thakoor. On the death of the
Raja the Jubaraj becomes the Raja, and he appoints the Bara Thakoor as
Jubaraj, and appoints some member of the family as Bara Thakoor.’ (page
25)

8 “The Bara Thakoor is entitled to become Jubaraj. He is sure to get that
post. The Jubaraj after ascending the throne cannot appoint any body else
than the Bara Thakoor as Jubaraj. If the Maharaja do not promote the Bara
Thakoor to the post ofJubaraj, then he continues in that post Bara Thakoor;
but in his presence nobody else can be appointed as Jubaraj; and when in
this state the Raja dies, the aforesaid Bara Thakoor becomes the Raja.’
(Page 29)

Defendant's witness No.4 solemnly afiirmed, Stated :— My name is
Ram Gopal Deb Burman, son of the late Ram Narain Dewan, aged 38 or
39 years, resident of Natoon Haveli. I serve as the Superintendent of the
temple of Chotoordash Debata.

“I know the family custom with regard to the succession to the Tipperah
Raj. I have seen it and heard of it. The Raja appoints the Jubaraj and the
Bara Thakoor. After the death of the Raja, the Jubaraj becomes the Raja,
and he appoints the Bara Thakoor as Jubaraj.”

“In the absence of the Jubaraj, the Bara Thakoor becomes the Raja,"
and if there is no Bara Thakoor also, then the nearest heir of the deceased
Raja will succeed, that is, will become the Raja. When the post of the Bara
Thakoor falls vacant, the Raja appoints as Bara Thakoor whomsoever he
likes amongst the (members of his family. When the post of Jubaraj falls
vacant, he appoints the Bara Thakoor in the place of the Jubaraj and if
there is no Bara Thakoor also, he can appoint somebody else amongst the
members of his family as Jubaraj." (page 35)

“After ascending the throne, the Jubaraj cannot appoint anybody other
than the Bara Thakoor as Jubaraj. By virtue of his post, the Bara Thakoor
is entitled to become Jubaraj. If some Jubaraj after becoming the Raja,
appoints his own son as Jubaraj without appointing the Bara Thakoor to
that post, the Bara Thakoor will get the Raj.” ( page 36)

Defendant's witness being solemnly afiirmed, stated :— My name is
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Gopi Krishna Deb Burman, son of the late Shibjoy Vizier Shaheb, Aged
33 or 34 years, resident of Singarbil, Pergannah Ganganagar in the District
of Tipperah. ( Revenue Secretary of the present Raja)

“Maharaja Bir Chandra is my father-in-law. I have not obtained the
hoodda of the Vrzier. Since the last five or six years I have been serving
the Jubaraj Maharaj. I serve as a Muktear ( chief officer) of the Jubaraj
(present Raja). Since the last two years I have been serving as judge of the
Appellate Court. Before these two years. I was a Judge of the Court of
First instance and I served as such for three years. Maharaj Bir Chandra
appointed the present Jubaraj according to the custom of his family. I was
present when he was appointed. The custom of the family is, that the Raja
appoints the Jubaraj and Bara Thakoor and that after the death of the
Raja, the Jubaraj becomes the Raja, and appoints the Bara Thakoor in the
place of the Jubaraj, and appoints whomsoever he likes in the family to the
post of the Bara Thakoor. This custom is observed since the time of the
several Rajas. ***In the absence of the Jubaraj, the Bara Thakoor becomes
the Raja, I can cite instances." (page 39)

“ I have got zemindaris. The word Jubaraj signifies the heir apparent
to the Maharaja, and the words Bara Thakoor signify an heir below the
Jubaraj.” (page 40)

, ‘The Jubaraj, after becoming the Raja, cannot appoint anybody else to
the post of the Jubaraj, without appointing the appointed Bara Thakoor to
that post. When the Jubaraj becomes the Raja he is bound to observe the
Koolachar( family custom)”

The witness being solemnly aflirnred state :-— My name is Ram Tanoo
Deb Burman, son of the late Arjunmani Deb Thakoor, aged about 41 or 42
years, resident of Agartala. a

“ I know the rule with regard to the succession to the Raj. The Maharaja
appoints the Jubaraj and the Bara Thakoor. On the death of the Raja, the
Jubaraj becomes the Raja, and after becoming the Raja, he appoints the
Bara Thakoor to the post of the Jubaraj. Excepting the posts of Jubaraj and
Bara Thakoor , there is no other with regard to the succession.“ ( page 52)

“When Radha Kishore becomes the Raja, he will not be able to appoint
any body as Jubaraj other than Shamarendro Bara Thakoor. If after
becoming the Raja, Radha Kishore appoints his own son aslubaraj, then
after the death of the Radha Kishore, Shamarendra Bara Thakoor will be
the Rajah." (page 54)

Defendant’s witness being solemnly afirmed, stated :— My name is
Chakradhawj Deb Burman, son of the late Maharaj Krishna Kishore
Manikya, aged 47 or 48 years, resident ofold Agartala, at present of Comilla.
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“There is a special custom in our family with regard to the succession.
The Raja appoints the Jubaraj and the Bara Thakoor. After the death of the
Raja, the Jubaraj becomes the "Raja, and the Bara Thakoor becomes the
Jubaraj.” (page 42) t ' p

“If a Raja appoints the Jubaraj and Bara Thakoor, the Jubaraj becoming
the Raja, cannot appoint anybody else other than the Bara Thakoor as
Jubaraj. He is entitled to be the Jubaraj by right of his rank as Bara Thakoor.
If in the presence of Brojendra Bara Thakoor, the present Maharaja had
appointed his son (Radha Kishore Thakoor as Jubaraj, then‘ after the death
of the Raja, Brojendra would have become the Raja.” (page 45)

The witness Maharani Poornakala Debi came into the room, and being
identified by Dinobandhu Deb, Nazir shaheb, ***and being solemnly
afiinned according to lam stated:- My name is Maharani Poornakala Debi.
The late Maharaja Krishna Kishore Manikya was my husband. I live in
Nootan Haveli at Agartala. My age is 54 years.

6. “After the death of the Raja of Tipperah, who succeeds to the throne
and the Raj and the zamindari and other properties‘? And is there any
special rule of family custom with regard to succession to that Raj or not‘?

- Answer :-After the death of the Raja ofTipperah, the Jubaraj succeeds
to the throne, and Raj and the zamindari and the other properties. There is
this rule of familly custom with regard to the succession, that on the death
of the Raja, thelubaraj becomes the Raja and the Bara Thakoor becomes
the Jubaraj.” t

7. “ When thepost of Jubaraj falls vacant, who succeeds to that post
and how‘? 9

Answer:- When the post of Jubaraj falls vacant, the Bara Thakoor
becomes Jubaraj; that is, Raja makes the Bara Thakoor Jubaraj."( Page
71)

ll. “When a man becomes Bara Thakoor, what right does he acquire
by virtue of that rank?

Answer :- If a man gets the post of Bara Thakoor, he will become
Jubaraj afterwards." - - 0

12. “With regard to the succession to the (Raj and Chakla Roshnabad
&c., what posts are there besides the posts of Jubaraj and Bara Thakoor‘?

Answer: a-With regard to the succession to the Raj and the zamindari,
there is no other post besides the posts of Jubaraj and Bara Thakoor.”
(pass 72) t

t 6. “If Radha Kishore Thakoor becomes the Raja, can he in the presence
of Shamarendra Thakoor appoint any body else to the post of the Jubaraj?"

—-——-hiIi
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Answer :- No, he cannot. He is already the Bara Thakoor. If Radha
Kishore becomes Raja, Shamarendra will be Jubaraj.” (page '73)

17., “If the Raja and the Jubaraj both die on the same day and at the
same time, and the Bara Thakoor survives,then who is to become Raja?

Answer :- If the Raja and the Jubaraj both die in the same day and at
the same time, and the Bara Thakoor survives, then the Bara Thakoor will
at once become the Raja." (Page 75)

*** The witness Kuman'Gunomt1njari came, and being identified by
Thakoor Dinobundhu Deb Nazir Shaheb, ***solemn affimiation according
to law, stated:—My name is Gunomunjari; the name of my husband is Ram
Lochun Dewan. I have got my house in the old Agartala, and my age is 49
or 50 years. -

6. “After the death of the Raja of Tipperah, who succeeds to the throne
and the estate and the zamindari and other properties, and is there any rule
or family customwith regard to the succession in respect of the aforesaid
estate ; if there is, what is it? y A s s

Answer :- After the death of the Raja, the Jubaraj becomes the Raja,
and the Bara Thakoor becomes the Jubaraj, and when there is no Jubaraj,
the Bara‘Thakoor at once becomes the Raja. The Raja succeeds to the
throne, the estate and the zamindari and other properties. If in the presence
of the Raja, the Jubaraj dies, then the BaraThakoor becomes the Jubaraj,
and the Raja cannot appoint anybody else as Jubaraj.” - " n

ll. “When a man gets the title of Bara Thakoor, what right does. he
acquire on the strength of that office? s s

Answer :- When a man becomes Bara Thakoor, he on the strength of
that office becomes Jubaraj when the Jubaraj becomes the Raja after the
death of the Raja; and if the Raja and the Jubaraj both die, then the Bara
Thakoor at once becomes the Raja." (Page 57)

2. “If Radha Kishore Thakoor becomes the Raja, he cannot in the
presence of Shamarendra Thakoor appoint any body else as Jubaraj.”

Answer :- If Radha Kishore Thakoor becomes the Raja, he cannot in
the presence of Shamarendra Thakoor appoint any body else as Jubaraj.”

A A (Page 59)
H. “If the Raja and Jubaraj both die on the same day and in the same

hour, and if the Bara Thakoor survives, then who is to obtain the Raj?
Answer: --If the Raja and the Jubaraj bothdie in the same day and at

the same time, and the Bara Thakoor, survives, then the Bara Thakoor by
virtue of his post will become the Raja.” (page 60) s t

 . '

; I
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The witness Rani Krishna Munjari Debi, came to the room then identified
by Deno Bandhu Deb Nazir Shaheb being solemnly aflirmed according
to law, said.-— My name is Rani Krishna Munjari Debi, Upendra Chunder
Jubaraj was my husband. I live in Rajdhani Agartala; aged about 36 or 37
years.

6. “After the death of the Raja of Tipperah, who succeeds to the throne
and the estate and the zamindari and other properties, and is there any rule
or family custom with, regard to the succession in respect of the aforesaid
estate? If,'there is, then what is it? (page 66) . _

Answer: — After" the death of the Raja, the Jubaraj succeeds to the
throne and the estate and thezamindari and other properties. With regard
to the succession, there is this family custom, that on the death of the Raja,
the Jubaraj becomes the malik, and the aforesaid Jubaraj after becoming
the raja, appoints the Bara Thalgoor to the post of Jubaraj.” . e L

7. “When the office of Jubaraj falls vacant, who gets the post and how‘?
Answer:-If the office ofJubaraj falls vacant, the Bara Thakoor becomes

the Jubaraj. The Raja appointshim to the post of Jubaraj. In the -presence
of the Bara Thakoor nobodyjelse can be appointed as Jubaraj.” L

s II. “When a man gets the post of Bara Thakoor, what right does he
acquire on the strength of that post? .

Answer:- When a man becomes Bara Thakoor, he on the strength of
that post becomes Jubaraj, or in other words the Bara Thakoor has a right
to be Juboraj?" (page 67) - ' - 7 .

3. “ IfRadha Kishore Thakoor becomes the Raja, can he in the presence
of Shamarendra Chunder Thakoor appoint some body else as Jubaraj?

Answer :-No, he cannot. In the presence of the Bara Thakoor, he cannot
appoint anybody else as Jubaraj.”

7. “What was the post first held by your husband, and that was the post
held by him when he died? .

Answer:— When I came to the Rajbari, I saw my husband holding the
post of Bara Thakoor. Afterwards when Maharaj Ishan Chunder Manikya
ascended the throne, he became Jubaraj, and he died while he was holding
that post of Jubaraj.” (page 69)

l3.“If the Raja and the Jubaraj die on the same day and at the same
time also, and if“ the Bara Thakoor survives, then who is to get the Raj?

Answer :—- If the Raja and. the Jubaraj both die on the same day and at
the same time and if the Bara Thakoor survives, then the Bara Thakoor
becomes the lilaja." (page 70) ,6 6 _ ' D
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Defendant ’s witness No.1 being solemnly affirmed, stared:—My name is
Bharat Chunder Gangoli, son of late Shib Chunder Gangoli, aged 57 or 58
years, inhabitant of Bikram Joojadi, Purgonah Bikrampore, in the district
of Dacca, Thanna Srinagar, at present residing at Nootan Haveli Rajdhani.

“This is the cnstorn with regard to the saccession:- The Raja, the Jubaraj
and the Bara Thakoor, these three persons (hooddas) are entitled to succeed
to the Raj. In the absence of the Raja, the Jubaraj succeeds him, and the
Bara Thakoor becomes Jubaraj. Excepting these three posts, there is no
other post with regard to the succession to the Raj .” (page 19)

Witness being solemnly afiirrned , stared :— My name is Jadub Chunder
Deb Burman, son of the late Maharaja Krishna Kishore, aged 35 or 36
years, resident of Agartala, at present of Comilla.

“In our royal family there is a rule with regard to the succession. The
Raja appoints the Jubaraj and the Bara Thakoor. After the death of the
Raja, the Jubaraj becomes the Raja, and the Bara Thakoor becomes the
Jubaraj. According to the custom, the Jubaraj, after becoming the Jubaraj
(Raja?), appoints the Bara Thakoor as Juboraj. In our royal family,
excepting these two posts, there is no other post with regard to the sucession.
*** The Jubaraj, by virtue of his rank, becomes the Raja, and the Bara
Thakoor becomes the Jubaraj.“ (page 54) _ '

- Rani Bhabaneswari Debi came and being identified by Dinobundhu
Deb, Nazir Shaheb, *** and being solemnly aflirmed according to law,
said:— My name is Rani Bhubaneswari, my husband’s name was Upendra
Chandra Jubaraj. He is dead. I live in Agartala Nootun Haveli, and I am
aged 40 or 41 years. "

6. “After the death of the Raja of Tipperah, who succeeds to the throne
and the estate and the zamindari and other property; and is there any rule
or family custom with regard to the succession in respect of the aforesaid
estate; if so,’ then what is it?

Answer :— In the event of the death of the Raja of Tipperah, the Jubaraj
succeeds to the Raj, zamindari and other properties. With regard to
succession, there is this Kulachar ( family custom) and practice, -that the
Jubaraj becomes the Raja, and after becoming the Raja, he makes the Bara
Thakoor Juboaraj. He cannot appoint anybody else as Jubaraj in the presence
of the Bara Thakoor." _

7.“ When the post of Jubaraj falls vacant, who gets that post and how?
Answer :-When the post of the Jubaraj falls vacant, the Bara Thakoor

gets it. The Maharaja appoints, the Bara Thakoor to that post.”
1
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II.“When a man gets the post of Bara Thakoor, what right does he
acquire by virtue ofthat post?

Answer: When a man be becomes the Bara Thakoor, he by virtue of
that post becomes entitled to be the Jubaraj." (page 60)

l2.“With regard to succession to the Raj and Chukla Roshnabad and
others, is there any other post than those of Jubaraj p and Bara Thakoor?

Answer :- With regard to the succession to the Raj‘ and Chukla
Roshnabad and others, there is no other post besides the-posts of Jubaraj
and Bara Thakoor.” (page 63) " , p

14. “If the Raja and the Jubaraj should both die inthe same ,day,and at
the same time, and if the Bara Thakoor survives, then who is,to__obtain the
Raj‘? "- s _

Answer:—If the Raja and the Jubaraj both die on the same day and at
the same time, and the Bara Thakoor survives, then the Bara Thakoor

. must get the Raj. " t
l5.“Is it the object of there beingmore than one post with regard to

the succession to the Raj and Chukla Roshnabad, that in the event of the
t death of the Raja there may be no confusion with regard to the succession,
and that the succession should follow according to the order of rank‘?

Answer :- Yes, there are the two posts of Jubaraj and BaraiThakoor
only -with the object of avoiding confusion with regard to the succession to
the Raj and Chukla Roshnabad. On the death of the Raja, persons holding
these two offices become the Raja in succession according tothe order of
their ranks.” (page 65). " - I - _ -
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Suit No. 35 of 1874.
JUDGE’S COURT, TIPPERAH.

Rajkumar Nabadvip Chundra Deb Plaintiff
vs.

Raja Bir Chunder Manikya Bahadur and others Difendants.
[N.B.- The following extracts have been made from the Printed

Paper-Book prepared under the Rules of the Hon’ble High Court, in
Regular Appeal No. 137 or 1875 of that Court, against the decision of
the Court below in the above suit.]

Witness No. I7, for the defendant on solemn affirmation, states:—
My name is Juggo Mohan Deb Shuba, my father's name is Kali Krishan
Shuba. I am resident of Agartala, aged 52 or 53 years.

“The object of appointing Bara Thakoor is that he should become
Jubaraj, in the absence of the Jubaraj, and then in the absence of the Rajah,
should become Rajah." ( Page 36)

 

. Witness No.16 for the defendant on solemn afiirmation, states:—My
name is Ramkrishno Deb Thakoor, my father’s name is Ferrichand Thakoor.
I am resident of Agartala, aged 66 or 67 years.

“According to the custom of the family, Jubaraj becomes Rajah, and
Bara Thakoor Jubaraj. This is the custom of the family." (Page 358)

Witness No.9, for the defendant on solemn ofirmation, states.*—- My
name is Ram Churan Deb Thakoor. My father’s name is Mohunsing Karkon
Thakoor. I am resident of Agartala. Aged 84 or 85 years.

“ On the death of Rajah, Jubaraj becomes the Rajah, and when Jubaraj
becomes the Raja Bara Thakoor becomes Jubaraj. This is the custom of
the Royal family. If these titles were conferred by the Rajah, there cannot
be any interference.” (Page 368)

 

Witness No.2, for the defendant on solemn ofiirmation, states:-My name
is Anund Kishore Deb Thakoor. My father’s name is Bhubanessur Naib
Nazir. I am resident of Agartala, aged about 47 or 48 years.
=unaw%n—s
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“Kurta is not benefited by the death of a Bara Thakoor; but the Bara
Thakoor derives benefit fromthe death of Jubaraj. Kurta is a distinct title.
The title of Bara~Thakoor is not distinct from that of Jubaraj, because one
succeeds the other. The Kurta is a title distinct, because it does not lead to
succession." (Page 32I) - . -

First witness for the plaintiff examined by the Commission; Maharani
Rajlnkhi Moha Debia identified by the plaintifion sholernn afiirmation,
states:- My father’s name was Tara Chand Babu; he. is dead. I. live at
Agartala. I am a little over 40 years of age.

P “ I do not know what Jubaraj means. It is the next in rank to the Raja.
The Burro Thakoor is next in rank to the Jubaraj. (Page 217)

J
+-

I‘
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Suit Nos. 35 of 1874
JUDGE’S COURT. TIPPERAH

Nil Kristo Deb Burman - Plaintifi
. vso

Bir Chunder Thakoor and others Defendants.
[N.B.- The following extracts have been made from the Printed Paper-Book in

A Appeal to the Privy Council No. 671 of 1864, againstrthe decision of the
High Court, in Regular Appeal No. 245 of 1864)

Vldtness No. 20, abandoned by the plaintifi’and cited by the defendant
Bir Chunder Thakoor; having appeared and having afiirmed according to
law; said:- My name is Juggo Mohan Thakoor, title Soouba son of the late
Kali Krishan Shuba, inhabitant of rajdhani the new building, aged about
40 or 41 years. t s -

“In the absence of the Maharaja the Jubaraj succeeds him. In the absence
of the Jubaraj the Bara Thakur succeeds him. In the absence of the Bara
Thakoor the nearest relation of the Raja becomes Bara Thakoor. If the
Raja dies without appointing any person Jubaraj or Bara Thakoor, then
his nearest relation inherits the Zamindaris &c., and becomes a Rajah.”
(Page 281) R =

Witness No.21, cited by the defedant Bir Chunder Thakoor, and
relinquished by the plaintifii appeared, and having aflirrned according to
law, stated:- My name is Brojomohun Deb, title Thakoor, son of the late
Gangadhur Senapati, inhabitant of the new palace in the Rajdhani, aged
about 42 to 43 years.

“ I have heard that it is cutomary, in the family of the Rajash, of
Tipperah that the Jubaraj appointed by the Raja inherits on the death of the
Raja, the Sovereignty and the Zamindaris &c., properties left by him. In
the like manner Bara Thakoor becomes Jubaraj. ***I am muktear and
manager of all the business of the Raja, connected with the Hills. ( Page 284)

Witness No.3 on behalf of the defendant, appeared, and having made
the aflirrnation under the law; deposedasfollow:—My name is Kristo Chunder
Deb ( the title being Thakoor): I am the son of Wooter Singh, deceassed.
I reside at the new Haveli, my aged is about 50 years.

“On the death of the Raja, the Jubaraj becomes rajah, but on the non-
existence of the Jubaraj his brother or son sues for the properties, and
obtains possession thereof. Subsequently said that on the non-existence of
Jubaraj, the Burro Thakur becomes Jubaraj." (page 74)
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DEPOSITION OF MAI-IARANEE KOTEELUKHEE DEBBEA, THE PLAINTIEPS WITNESS.

R Plaintfifls witness No.1 being identified by the plaintifi’ and of the
defendant Chuckerdhj Thakoor and on the part ofBir Chunder Thakoor by
Srimati Rajeshnree Dassee and Srirnati 0nrnelaDhatree having solemnly
aflirmed according to law, said:- My name is Koteelujkhee Debea, widow
of Maharaja Kashi Chunder Manikya, deceased, inhabitant of Komillah,
aged upwards of fifty years. R e - R R

“The Rajah appoints the Jubaraj and Bara Thakoor. I saw the late
Kashi Chunder Manikya Bahadur my husband, when he became Rajah,
appointed Krishno Kishore Manikya as Jubaraj, and my son Krishto
Chunder as Bara Thakoor. On the death of my husband, Krishto_Kishore
Manikya becoming Raja, Ishan Chunder was appointed Jubaraj, my son
Krishto Chunder having died previously. Opendra was not born at the
time when Ishan Chunder became the Jubaraj; when the said Krishto Kishore
Manikya ascended the throne he appointed him Bara Thakoor. I have seen
Ishan Chunder Manikya appoint the said Opendra Chunder as Jubaraj when
he became the Rajah. *** Krishto Kishore was Bara Thakoor before he
got the title of Jubaraj.” (Page 31) t i ' * so R

p Witness No. I I cited by both parties, produced by defendant Bir Chunder
Thakoor and abandonednby the plaintiff Nil Krishto Thakoor; having
appeared and afiinned according to law; said :- My Name is Bhubaneshur
Deb, office Naib Wuzeer, son of the late Roodramonee Naib Wuzeer,
inhabitant of Agartala, In Raja Tipperah, aged about 7_2_ orp73 years,
profession Naib ‘Wuzeer. l " _ R

“In default of the Raja the Jubaraj and in his default , The Bara Thakoor,
succeed to the Raj and estates &c." (Page 90)

1

g !
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P c PROVINCIAL COURT OF DACCA.
it In the year 1805. ~

'i 

Doorgamoni Jooboraj .. Plnintifi
I - ' VEFSHS. " '

Ram Ganga Deo Defendant

R [N.B.- The following extracts have been made from the Printed
Paper-Book in appeal to the Privy Council No.671 of 1864,
against the decision of the High Court, in Regular appeal No.
245 of 1864) t I -
Dated the 6th December 1806 A.D.--Corresponding with 22nd

e Attghran 1213, as. '
Witness, Rant Chunder Biswas, appeared on the part of the plaintifi’ in

court, and having taken copper; Toolsee leaves, and the water ofthe ganges
in his hands swore. e

Question:— “ What is your father’s name, what is your age and caste,
and where do you reside, and by what business do you live‘?

. Answer -—'My father’s name_ is Kristo Kant, aged about 62 or 63 years,
of Buddee caste, profession service; inhabitant of Purgonah Meherkul.”
(Page 161) t

Question:—“ When" any person becomes Raja according to established
usage and not by force, at that time was there any rule for there being any
Jooboraj or not‘? e

Answer :— There was.” V
Question :- “ Is this rule ancient or new? .
Answer :— Whether it was before or not I do not know. I have heard

from the time of Kullean Manikya."
Question :“ In case there is a Jooboraj or not, what is that correct rule

by which one succeeds another Raja‘? .
Answer:——Iri case there is a Jooboraj, the Jooboraj succeeds; if there be

no Jooboraj, then the Burro Thakoor becomes Jooboraj; and then Raja.”
(Page 167).
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APPENDIX NO. VIII
Translation of the Written statement of the defendant Maharaja Bir Chunder Manikya

Bahadoor, dated the llth August 1880.
No.344.

In the Court of the Judge of Zillah Tipperah.

Suite No. 25 of 1880.
Nobodvip Chunder DebBurman .... .. Plainnfi"

VBTSUS

Maharaja Bir Chunder Manikya Bahadoor Defendant.
Written statement ofthe defendant.

l. The Civil Court of India has no jurisdiction to try any present or
future question, or power of appointing the Rajah or Juboraj of Independent
Tipperah. Similarly the plaintiff‘s claim for maintenance is not cognizable
in courts established by the British Government.

2. The plaintiff‘s suit ought to be dismissed on the ground of limitation.
3. Suit No.35 of 1874, which the plaintiff, stating himself to be the heir

of the late Maharaja Ishan Chunder Manikya Bahadoor instituted in the
court of the Subordinate Judge of this District, against the present defendant
and Radha Kishore Juboraj for recovery of possession of the zamindari
&c., with profits, and for setting aside the appointment of Radha Kishore
Jubaraj as Jubaraj, and of all other acts, was first wholly dismissed by this
court on the 27th February 1875, and afterwards by the Honorable High
Court on the 14th ofAugust 1876; and its judgement has become final. The
foundation of the present suit is clearly included in the issues in the said
previous suit. And the parties in both the suits being the same, it is barred
according to section 13 of Act X of 1877 and the law of the res-jndicata.

4. All sort of .claim relating to inheritance ought to be combined, and
not to be separately made. Consequently, the claim and prayer which the
plaintiff has now made over and above those in the previous suit, ought not
to be entertained.

5. The plaintiff cannot now make allegation contrary and dissimilar to
those he made in the previous suit. He is estopped from making such
allegation. Having heretofore brought a suit making verified allegations —
that the appointment of the defendant to the office of Jubaraj and other acts
were false, and that the Robakari relating thereto was a fabricated one, the
plaintiff was unsuccessful therein. Now also he does not admit them to be
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true. Under these circumstanes, the plaintiff cannot make a claim for ‘any
benefit by relying upon that Robakari, &c., *

6. As the plaint does not contain an adequate description of the property
to establish a reversionaiy right to which the plaintiff has made a claim, the
said claim cannot be entertained.

7. The prayer for an order declaring a future right, which the plaintiff
has made in a portion of the plaint, cannot be entertained. Such declaration
is contrary to law, the Hindu Law, and public policy.

8. As an adequate valuation has not been made of the claim for fixing
the plantiff’s monthly maintenane, and of the claim in respect of future
right, the claims therefore ought not to be entertained.

9. The Tipperah Raj and the zamindari of Chukla Roshnabad and other
properties are not subject to the general order of succession and the rules of
ordinary inheritances. Of the two person, who are appointed Juboraj and
Bara Thakoor in the independent Raj “by the Rajah of his own free will, and
in exercise of unrestricted power, in accordance with the immemorial family
custom and practice, the Juboraj, on the death of the said Rajah, ascends
the throne, is installed and appoints the said Bara Thakoor to the office of
Juboraj, and a per on of his own selection to that of Bara Thakoor. If both
the said offices fall vacant, the Rajah, according to the said family custom,
can of his own accord, and in exercise of his power, again appoint fit
persons to both the said posts. Besides the Juboraj and Bara Thakoor, no
other person can be heir to the said Raj, zamindari and other properties.
Nevertheless, no Raja has power to create or introduce any new family
custom or practice beyond that of appointment to both the said offices.

I0. Maharaja Ishan Chandra Manikya Bahadoor having, according to
the said family custom, on the 16th of Sraban 1269 B.S., corresponding
with the Tipperah year 1272, appointed the present defendant as Juboraj
(although he had an elder brother Nil Krishna Thakoor alive), and Brojendra
Chunder, son of the said Maharaja as Bara Thakoor, the defendant on the
death of the said Maharaja ascended the throne, and was installed on the
27th of Falgoon I276 B.S. The defendant had the same regal powers and
the same rights relating to the Raj &c., as Ishan Chunder Manikya and
other previous Rajas had. Under these circumstances, the allegation which
the plaintiff has made in his plaint that the defendant is only a manager for
the term of his natural life, is entirely groundless. .

I 1. As both the said offices relating to inheritance were vacant, the said
Brojendra Chunder Thakoor having died just before the defendant ascended
 

"' Vide Printed Paper-Book in Regular Appeal No. I04 of I881, High Court, p. 6.
Nobodvip Chandra Deb vs. Maharaja Bir Chandra Manikya.
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imaginary. Similarly, the allegations relating to the views ofMaharaja Ishan
Chunder Manikya are futile.

16. The Plaintiff is not the senior member in the Raja’s family. There
were and are alive in that family many perons who are older in age, nearer
in relation, and more respectable than the plaintiff. .

17. The Plaintiff cannot obtain maintenance for the past since no
allowance or specific sum was fixed for the plaintiff as maintenance and
the plaintiff has never obtained any allowance from the defendant.

18. The plaintiff cannot obtain a monthly allowance of Rs.5,000 for
maintenance. And no member of this royal family has obtained so large an
amount of maintenance at any time.

19. The allowances of the late Nil Krishan Thakoor and others, who
heretofore obtained, and who obtain maintenance, were not calculated on a
reference to the gross rents or profits ofChukla Roshnabad. The allowances
for the maintenance of the members of the family have been fixed, and
their amount has been from time to time altered on a change of
circumstances in accordance with the views of the Raja. In fact, keeping in
view the number of dependants for support on those persons, and the Sradhs
and the religious ceremonies to be performed by each of them, the amount
of maintenance has been fixed under the order of the Raja, and all of them
have received and are receiving them accordingly, thus

The late Nil Krishna Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs. 400
Suresh Krishna Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs. 125
Shib Chunder Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs 125
Chakradhaj Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs. 250
The late Madhub Chunder Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs. 100
Jadub Chunder Thakoor . . . . . . . . . .. Rs 100‘I

20. The maintenance of the members of the royal family is not a charge
on the zamindary of Chukla Roshnabad &c. The amount of allowaces for
any member of this royal family has never been fixed by any Raja or
Court, on a reference to the income of the said Chukla. Especially, it will
not be unknown to the court that to fix such maintenance only on a reference
to the income, and not considering the expenditure and theamount of
surplus, is extremely unjust and unreasonable.

21. The profits of the Zamindari of Roshnabad and others, from the
proceeds of which the plaintiff claims maintenance, are not Rs.8,00,000,
as stated by the plaintiff. After deducting the Sudder Revenue, the collection
charges, the litigation expenses, and other necessary expenses, from the
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proceeds of the said zamindari generally no surplus remains. On the contrary,
for the Sudder revenue and other necessary acts, debts have to be frequently
contracted from various Mohajuns, and from the income of the defendants
separate property of the Nij Talooks ( with the rights to which the said
zamindary has no connection). Even if any surplus remains at times, it will
take a long time to gradually pay off therewith the debts contracted from
the Mohajuns at or after the time of the previous Rajas. The amount of
debts yet to be paid of will be Rs, 3,98,600, on account of interest for
which the sum of Rs. 42,282 has to be annually paid. Under these
circumstances, the sum of Rs.60,000 annually only for theplaintiff’s
maintenance, cannot be charged upon this zamindari.

22. The plaintiff’s claim of interest is extremely-groundless and
frivolous. 0

. 23. The plantiff has stated, and proved himself to be a pauper. Under
these circumstances, in consideration of the circumstances, security for the
defendant's costs ought in justice and equity to be taken from plaintiff.
Besides, it is no reasonable to allow such a claim to proceed, since the
plaintiff having heretofore instituted a false claim against the defendant on
an unnecessarily high valuation, has caused a large amount of money
belonging to the defendant to be spent, and again he has entered upon this
groundless and harassing litigation.

24. The allegation of the plaintiff‘s having expelled the defendant from
the royal habitation is utterly false. The plaintiff having of his own accord
come out made a stand against the defendant, and having first brought the
aforesaid, suit and being unsuccessful therein, he has again at no expense
instituted this groundless suit on excessive valuation in forma pauperis
with the intention of needlessly harassing the defendant.

25. On the aforesaid grounds, the defendant’s prayer is, that the court
will be pleased to pass an order, for the defendant’s costs after dismissing
the plaintiff ‘s groundless claim.

Be it known that the document relating to this case, which have now
been found out, are filed herewith with a separate list. Those which are
found on search in future will be afterwards filed.

I,‘Maharaja Bir Chunder Manikya Bahadoor, the defendant in the said
written statement, do declare that what is stated in the said written statement
is true to my knowledge and belief. I sign this verification this day at ll
o’clock p.m., in my Baitakkhana building at Agartala, Independent Hill
Tipperah. The llth of August 1880, A.D., corresponding with the 28th of
Sraban 1287 B.S., corresponding with the Tipperah year 1290.

BIR CHUNDER DEB BURMAN.

l_ _.i$nJ.

\
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APPENDIX No. IX . -

Translation of the Written Statement "of defendant Radha Kishore Deb
Burman, dated the 29th Bhadra 1287, (16th September l880).*

iii RadhaKishoreDebBums.-rut, by ShibChunderAteh.M.ardhan-(Header)

 IIlIl-I_lI1i _

No. 350
In the Court of the Judge ofZillah Tipperah. t _ C
Nobodvip ChunderDeb Burman ..... Plainttfi’ r » p

M.Bs _ versus s .
Maharaja Bir ChunderManikya'and other .0.... .. defendan
Written Statement ofdefendant Radha Kz‘shore- Jubaraj Goswami :-
1. As according to the nature and circumstances of this case, it is not

cognizable in the Civil Court of Britishlndia, the plaintiff‘s suit ought not
to be entertained.

2. The plaintiff’s claim is barred by limitation and estoppel. _ s
3. The previous suit instituted by the plaintiffagainst the present defendant

and others for setting aside the appointment of the present Juboraj defendant
as Juboraj, and all other acts, wasfirst dismissed by the District Court on
the 27th of February .1875, and afterwards on appeal by the Honorable
High Court on the 14th of August 1876, and the judgement thereof has
been final. Therefore the present suit isbarred under the provisions of
Section 13 of the Civil Procedure Code and of res-judicata.‘ s

4. The Tipperah Raj and the eminent ofChukla Roshnabad and others
are not subject to the ordinary line of succession of rules of inheritance.
They are governed by an immemorial Kulachar. The suit for establishment
of his own reversionary right, which theplaintiff has described by alleging
a Kulachar with respect to some matters,and ordinary rules of Hindu Law
with respect to others, is entirely groundless. , B j f 8 '

5. Theaforesaid family custom is this:- The Raja ofhis own accord and
in exercise ofhis unrestrictedpower appointsa Juboraj and a Bara'Thakoor;
and on the death of the Raja,the said Juboraj having ascended the throne,
and being installed, appoints the said Bara Thakoor as Juboraj, and another
person of his own selection as Bara Thakoor; Besides the Juboraj and Bara
Thakoor, no one else can be heir to the said Raj, zamindari and other
properties. Moreover, no Raja has power to create or introduce any new
practice or family custom, or any new office relating to inheritance. j

"‘Prt'nted Paper-Book in RegularAppeal No. I04 of I881, High Cnurt, p. I0 Nabadip
Chandra Deb vs. Maharaja Bir Chandra Manikya. 4
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6. The aforesaid offices of Juboraj and Bara Thakoor cannot vest in or
devolve upon any person by virtue of any right of inheritance. Consequently
the allegations that the office of Juboraj has devolved upon the plaintiff,
and that the plaintiff is a Juboraj, are imaginary and futile. '

7. There is no variation in the royal powers and rights and titles of the
Rajas who alone have been entitled to this Tipperah raj and zamindari of
Chukla Roshnabad and other properties for a long time and through many
generations. The present Maharaja is fully entitled like the previous Rajas.
As after the present Maharaja had been installed, both the offices of Juboraj
and Bara Thakoor were vacant, he on the 16th of Bhadro 1277 B.S.,
corresponding with the Tipperah year 1280, appointed the present defendant
to the office of Juboraj, and on the 28th of Ieyt 1285 B.S., corresponding
with the Tipperah year 1288, appointed Samarendra Chundra Thakur to
the office of Bara Thakoor. On the death of the defendant Maharaja, the
Juboraj defendant is in right of Juboraj entitled to ascend the throne of
Independent Tipperah and to inherit the Raj, the Zamindari and all other
property. The plaintiff has no right thereto and no reversionary right thereto
can vest in him.

3. The office of Kurta alleged by plaintiff is not an office in connection
with the Raj or with the right of inheritance to the zamindari. The plaintiff
can derive no benefit by virtue of that office.

9. The plaintiff ’s claim of maintenance is entirely groundless.
The defendant’s prayer is, that after dismissing the plaintiff’s claim, an

order may be passed for the defendant’s costs.
I, Radha Kishore Juboraj Goswami, the defendant in the above written

statement, do declare that what is stated in this written statement is true to
my knowledge and belief. I sign the verification to this written statement
this day at ll o'clock A.* M., in the Baitukkhana building at the capital of
Agurtolah. The 29th Bhadro 1287 B.S., corresponding with the Tipperah
year 1200.

_ RADHA KISHORE DEB BURMAN.

 

* S0 in authenticated copy
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